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An issue that has puzzled neuroscientists for decades is what role, if any, temporal patterning of action
potentials has in determining behavior. A study in this issue of Neuron by Cury and Uchida in the rat olfactory
system provides evidence that such patterns could help mammals to identify and discriminate odors.Temporal patterning of neural activity
(spiking) is a dominant feature of many
brain circuits involved in sensory process-
ing, seen, for example, in pronounced
oscillations that occur at various frequen-
cies. However, it is largely unresolved
what functions these patterns serve. The
temporal patterns may carry specific
information about the animal’s environ-
ment, providing a bandwidth for informa-
tion flow that is distinct from, and in addi-
tion to, what is provided by the number
of spikes that different neurons undergo.
Alternatively, the temporal activity could
simply be a byproduct of the specific
neuralmechanisms that affect the number
of spikes.
In this issue ofNeuron, Cury andUchida
(2010) report electrophysiological results
from the rat olfactory bulb that address
the role of fine-scale temporal patterns
in carrying olfactory information. In their
studies, they recorded neural activity
in presumed mitral cells and tufted
cells, the output cells of the bulb, while
animals were performing one of two
behavioral tasks: a two-alternate choice
odor discrimination task, in which animals
were trained to discriminate odors for
water rewards given at distinct ports, and
a second ‘‘stay’’ task, in which animals
were trained to maintain their snouts in
one port as they sampled odors. These
tasks differed significantly in how the
animals sampled the odors with sniffs,
sniffing at fast frequencies in the first
task and breathing slowly in the second.
The authors utilize these task differences
to make arguments about the generaliz-
ability of their results. A key aspect of
the analysis of the neural responses was
that prior to looking at their data, the
authors first carefully aligned the activityto the animal’s sniff cycle, which was
monitored by placing a thermocouple in
the rat’s nasal cavity. They also consid-
ered activity during only the first sniff, as
prior psychophysical studies (Uchida
and Mainen, 2003) suggested that rats
make many of their decisions about odor
discrimination in one sniff. Hence, they
reasoned that most of the relevant infor-
mation about an odor should be con-
tained in one sniff (the specific time
window used was 160 ms).
What they found was that odors
evoked sniff-aligned responses that were
quite rich in temporal structure, most
commonly observed as periods of excita-
tion or inhibition lasting a few or several
tens of milliseconds. As would be ex-
pected if the temporal responses were
informative of the odor, the structure
varied in terms of both how one neuron
responded to different odors and how
different neurons responded to the same
odor, and the responses were reproduc-
ible from trial to trial. Moreover, when
they recorded from the same neurons
while the rats were performing the two
olfactory behaviors in back-to-back
experiments, they found strong similari-
ties in the temporal features. There were,
however, also many examples of neurons
that showed changes in the number of
spikes, either along with or without
changes in temporal patterning.
To test whether the fine temporal struc-
ture might actually be informative about
an odor, the authors used a linear classifi-
cation technique that has been applied to
other neural systems that utilizes ‘‘classi-
fiers’’ (see for example Hung et al.,
2005). With this method, a computational
algorithm is first used to ‘‘train’’ a classifier
based on the responses observed in allNeuron 68,but one stimulus trial, the designated
test trial, and the classifier is then as-
sessed for how well it predicts the one
test response. By measuring the predic-
tive accuracy of the classifier for neural
responses that are binned using different
time windows, they could determine
how much fine versus broad temporal
features were informative about the
odor. Using this method, they found
that binning their 160 ms of neural data
contained in one sniff into 32 ms bins
increased classification success by 18%
(from 71% to 89% in the odor discrimina-
tion task) as compared with a 160 ms bin,
i.e., a window in which only spike count
across the 160ms as a whole was consid-
ered. Data binned using a 32 ms window
were also always more informative when
they assessed how information accumu-
lated with time over the 160 ms. The
authors additionally went one step further
to show that the higher predictive accu-
racy of fine temporal features versus total
spike count extended across the two
olfactory behaviors. Here, they trained
classifiers based on the rapid sniffing
responses and tested their predictive
accuracy on odor responses measured
in the slower stay task, finding again that
the data binned using a 32 ms window
had a significantly higher accuracy.
Might the animals use the information
contained in the fine temporal patterns
to guide behavior? This question was ad-
dressed with an approach that has been
applied to other sensory systems in which
experimenters take advantage of the
trial-to-trial variability in responses and
attempt to make correlations between
the neural response and behavior. In the
visual system, for example, correlations
have been made in this way between theNovember 4, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 329
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selective neurons and the frequency at
which amonkeymakes a decision in favor
of the direction-selective cell to argue for
a functional role for those spikes (Britten
et al., 1996). The specific behavior on
which Cury and Uchida focused for their
analysis was the behavioral reaction time
during the two-alternate choice odor
discrimination task (i.e., how long the
animals took to finish the task), although
their approach was somewhat more
complicated thanmaking a straight corre-
lation between the spike properties and
behavior. As discussed above, Uchida
andMainen (2003) had provided evidence
in their psychophysical experiments that
rats make odor discrimination decisions
in one sniff; this was based on their obser-
vation that discrimination accuracy was
just as high in test trials in which animals
completed their discrimination task after
only one sniff (a single-sniff trial) as when
they took multiple sniffs. Hence, the
authors here reasoned that if the fine
temporal structure contributed to animal
behavior, there should be more such
information contained in the first sniff of
single-sniff trials as compared to that in
multisniff trials. This is indeed what was
found. The fine timescale excitatory and
inhibitory activity was significantly more
pronounced in the first sniffs of the
single-sniff trials, as was the ability of
fine temporal features to classify odors.
In contrast, neither total spike count nor
odor classification based on spike count
was better for the single-sniff trials.
Thus, fine temporal patterns appeared
not only to contain information relevant
to behavior, but more information than
that contained in spike count alone.
These results arguing for a functional
role of fine temporal processing in the
olfactory bulb come with some surprise.
Only a few years ago, Bathellier et al.
(2008) performed a similar odor classifica-
tion analysis based on odor-evoked
neural responses in the mouse olfactory
bulb, but made quite different conclu-
sions, arguing that the large majority of
odor information is contained in spike
count rather than fine temporal features.
To some extent, the differences between
the studies may reflect one of emphases,
because Bathellier and coworkers did
see some information contained in fast
temporal features, yet there were also330 Neuron 68, November 4, 2010 ª2010 Elsimportant methodological issues that
could account for differences. While the
authors here performed their studies in
awake, behaving rats, the prior study
was done in anesthetized mice, where
one might expect differences in the
temporal dynamics of olfactory sensory
neuron activation, as well as in the activity
level of centrifugal inputs into the bulb,
both of which might be expected to affect
bulb temporal dynamics. The results of
Cury and Uchida are, however, consistent
with relatively longstanding data in the
insect olfactory system that argue that
fine temporal features can carry signifi-
cant information about odors, more than
spike count alone (Wehr and Laurent,
1996). This new study does provide
a significant advance beyond the work in
insects in two ways: first, by showing
that the temporal features can be corre-
lated to a specific behavior on a trial-by-
trial basis, and also, by showing that
the information contained in those fea-
tures may be conserved across olfactory
behaviors that differ markedly in sampling
characteristics.
These new experiments by Cury and
Uchida do raise some pertinent ques-
tions, one of which pertains to the gener-
alizability of their results. While their use
of two olfactory behavioral paradigms,
as just discussed, was certainly a major
strength of the study, their conclusions
may not extend to all olfactory tasks,
given evidence that mitral/tufted cell
responses may depend heavily on
contextual cues (Doucette and Restrepo,
2008). In addition, as the authors point
out, it is possible that the fundamental
coding mechanisms could depend on
the difficulty of the olfactory task. A few
studies (Abraham et al., 2004; Rinberg
et al., 2006) have provided evidence that
animals use several hundreds of millisec-
onds, and multiple sniffs, to accurately
discriminate odors during difficult olfac-
tory discriminations. Under these condi-
tions, different coding mechanisms may
be in place, not just because a larger
time window of neural activity may be
used to obtain information, but also
because respiratory patterning of odor-
evoked responses might be lost across
multiple rapid sniffs (Kay and Laurent,
1999; Carey et al., 2009; presumably
due to a loss of respiratory cycle-depen-
dent changes in odorant receptor activa-evier Inc.tion). Cury and Uchida observed strong
temporal patterns specifically when they
aligned their neural responses to the
start of a first sniff, and whether these
would be preserved in later sniffs in the
absence of respiratory patterning is not
clear.
A second broad issue pertains to what
is happening at olfactory cortical centers
that are receiving inputs from bulbar
mitral/tufted cells. If the fine temporal
patterns are to be behaviorally relevant,
mechanisms need to be in place in down-
stream neurons to sense such activity
(MacLeod et al., 1998). Evidence now
exists based on in vitro slice studies that
pyramidal cells in the anterior piriform
cortex have synaptic integration proper-
ties that should make them respond
specifically to fast incoming activity
patterns (Franks and Isaacson, 2006;
Luna and Schoppa, 2008), yet how these
mechanisms operate in the awake,
behaving context is not known. In addi-
tion, the analysis of Cury and Uchida, in
which mitral/tufted cell activity was
aligned to the start of the first sniff, was
done under the assumption that down-
stream centers are also paying attention
to the sniff cycle. This certainly seems
reasonable (Mainland and Sobel, 2006),
though it is possible that they may not
be doing so at the temporal precision
that would be required to have them
respond to the sniff-aligned fast signal
patterns that the authors characterized.
Finally, while Cury and Uchida’s careful
analysis of olfactory neural responses
certainly help build a case that fast
temporal patterning could be behaviorally
important, are there methods that can
more directly tackle this issue? One
approach would be to find pharmacolog-
ical or genetic blockers of specific neural
circuit components that could alter
both temporal patterns and specific
behaviors. However, such results are
notoriously difficult to interpret in the
in vivo context because of other broad
circuit effects that such blockers can
have. As an alternative, optogenetic tech-
niques afford an opportunity to test for
causal relationships between applied
temporal patterns in specific neurons
and behavior, although the application
of even these methods will likely be
limited by their inability to reproduce
behaviorally relevant complex activity
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Previewspatterns across cell populations. Cer-
tainly, obtaining answers to longstanding
questions of the functional role of
temporal patterning will require these
various experimental approaches done
in parallel, carefully applied to individual
systems.
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In this issue ofNeuron, Orlov et al. show that the human occipitotemporal cortex contains regions responding
preferentially to body part categories, such as upper limbs (hand, elbow), torsos, or lower faces (mouth, chin).
This organization may reflect differences in the connectivity of these regions with other brain regions, to
support the efficient processing of the different types of information different body parts provide.The visual analysis of others’ faces and
bodies is one of the most developed visual
skills we possess, reflecting the extreme
importance these stimuli have throughout
our lives. For example, we can instantly
recognize thousands of highly similar faces
(at least those of our own species) and
extract a multitude of emotions andmental
states from subtle facial expressions.
Whole-body postures and body gait pro-
vide information about personality charac-
teristics, gender, age, identity, and mental
states. In paintings, sculptures, and dance,
artists please our highly developed aes-
thetic sense of the body and its move-
ments. Waist-hip-ratio, among other body
cues, is used as an indicator of reproduc-
tive health and attractiveness. Hands are
used to communicate, to accentuate
speech, and to manipulate objects and
tools. From the above examples, itbecomes clear that information from the
human body is rich and diverse, with
some types of information provided by
multiple body parts, but others primarily
by one body part (e.g., identity is most
effectively recognized from the face). It is
not surprising, then, that the brain contains
multiple dedicated regions to process
thesediverse typesofbodycuesefficiently.
Human functional brain imagingandneuro-
logical patient studies have provided
evidence for brain areas that are selectively
involved in the perception of people.Within
the occipitotemporal cortex (OTC), distinct
regions have been described that are
selective for faces (Kanwisher et al., 1997;
Moro et al., 2008), bodies (Moro et al.,
2008; Peelen andDowning 2007), or hands
(Bracci et al., 2010).
In a study published in this issue of
Neuron, Orlov et al. (2010) present impor-tant new data about the processing of
faces and bodies in OTC. They show an
orderly and highly consistent (both within
and among participants) map of regions
responding preferentially to specific parts
of the human body. This finding raises
new questions about the neural mecha-
nisms supporting person perception and
about the functional organization of OTC
more generally.
In a first experiment, participants’ brain
activity was measured while they were
presented with a continuous sequence
of images belonging to one of five
different body parts: upper limbs (hand
and elbow), lower limbs (leg and foot),
trunks, lower faces (mouth and neck),
and upper faces (eyes and nose). Using
a phase-encoding approach (a technique
frequently used for mapping the visual
field preference of voxels in early visualNovember 4, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 331
